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ABSTRACT

With the help of the generalized Mayer theorem ve obtain the improved

inequal i ty for free energies of model and approximating systems, where only

"connected p a r t s " over the approximating bamiltoni&n are taken in to account.

For the concrete system ve discuss the problem of convergency of appropriate

se r i e s of "connected p a r t s " .
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In recent years the approximating hamiltonian method has

widely spread as a method for investigating model systems of s t a t i s t i c a l

mechanics. The main advantage of this method ia the poss ib i l i ty to

calculate free energy of a model exactly in the aense of thermodynamic

limit |\| —=* <=-= ,\}—^-<^ , v r = % / = 'Oft^^ji^principle idea

of the method ia connected with the name of N.N.Bogblubov, who has

suggested to replace the operatore of dynamical variables , asymptotically

(when \j •—* e>-5> ) commuting with the whole algebra of local obeervablea,

for C -numbers (cf . [ | ] - [ 2 ] ) . I t should be mentioned that just

N.N.Bogolubov has proposed the f i r s t rigorous mathematical proof of

asymptotical accuracy of the method for the BOS - model of superconductor

at zero temperature ( f3 ) ) • But comprehensive mathematical formulation
a

of approximating hamiltonian method has been suggested in^series of

worJcs ^ N.N.Bogolubov (Jr.) (see L^l"^])* w n o n*f l managed to single

out special olass of model hamiltoniane (with separable limited

interaction)knitting asymptotically exact solution at arbitrary

temperature ( 0 ) . Quite recently A.M.Kurbatov and D.P.Sanliovich

have proposed an. improvement of this theory. Sheae authors have
the , .

estimate! |_Aifference of free energies ( fy ) of model hamiltonian ( H )
* the

and approximating hamiltonian ( M(C) ) with/use of Bogolubov and

Golden - Thomson inequalities (while only the first has been used

commonly) and derived the following evaluation (see [_6j ):

Here <^. . . / means average over grand canonical enae/nble:
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the

As a rule approximating hamiltonian H(C) ia^quadratic form

with respect to creation and annihilation operators ( a+ and a ,

- M ) - For averages of a , a - products over auch a hamiltonian

the Wick - Bloch - fle-Dominicia theorem ia valid . This fact provides

us with principle possibility of calculating averages appearing in (1.1),
the.

But straight calculation of(left part in (I.I) ia rather hard (only

'its estimation for simple models is relatively easy, aee f&l). The

generalized Mayer theorem allows/to rewrite the left part of (1.1)
&•

4-n/more convenient concrete realization form.

II. THE GENERALIZED MAYER THEOREM

Let us. have M numbered points and in any way divide these

L -i to

0^1 , with every point belongingjone and any one

group. Conaider the next operation H , which puts into correspond since

for every such division GM the number W(GM), with:I. not depending on numeration of points in <}•,

K. W(GM) = Q fj - multiplication ia produced over all groups C,

from G^, f^ being the number corresponding to C,.

let . us consider - F = 2 1 tf(GM), where summation cov

all possible divisions GM, and define the following functions:

(2.1)

ThenJtheorem states that ?(x) = exp ( f(x) ). This theorem generalizes

the well-known Mayer's theorem (the first, aee^7J), since it'is not

necessary to define for its formulation terw "diagram". This allows us

to digreas from operator structure of concrete hamiltonian and consider

the problem in general, fhe generalized theorem has the pure combinatoric

character. Proof of this theorem ia almost the same as Mayer's one and

that's why we omit it.

III. APPLICATION OF THE THEOREM IN APPROXIMATING HAMILTONIAN METHOD

In order to transform the left part of (1.1) with the help of

the generelized Mayer theorem let us consider the average / D yH/n\

where D * D(C) =• H - H(G). Thia average in accord with tfick - Bloch -
a

De-Dominicis theorem breaks down into/sum of products of pair averages

, ^•a+*+'>H(C)' ^**^H(C)' L e * ut> oa^i- b y "connected part" of

the sum <(c"ls)c of those- ittsas from / iry,,,„.,, in which one

can,begining from every D , reach any other D by transit ion from one

to another over ^ a + a ^ c j , 4a+a+)ij(G)' S a a / H ( C ) ' co rLnecting them. Now

i t must be clear that i f for operation W from Mayer's theorem we put

into correspondence t1 = ^D1")0 then F^ ' / ^ / ^ ( Q ) and in accord with

the theorem we have ^ expt-D/Q))^^ = expC^Il^D ) G ( - 9 ) 1 / ( 1 ) ! ) . Taking

into account that /jT> c = ^D^u,,^ we obtain the next improved form

of (1.1):

Then we c»a conclude that for asymptotical accuracy of approximation
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it is sufficient to demand that the aeriea in (3.1) should be

convergent and its sum should vanish when \|-»<=- . Such a situation

can evidently occur only for some special values of parameters, which

we shall denote c" . As was pointed out in 6 and that follows from

(4) the beat approximation parameters minimize the next function:

(3-2)

As an example of application of improved theory let us consider

the following hamiltonian:

(3.3)

Here T is/ordinary "kinetic" term (T =%£(p)a +
pa p) and operators

J(p) are limited quadratic forme with respect to i+
p, ap (ftJ(p)H H1)«

Interaction potential K is suggested to satisfy for

(3.4)
N flfl

is r*. A.

Introducing approximating hamiltonian H(C) = H - D(C) with

[3(f,)-c(f0f[V^C(TO] <3.5>y

we are convinced t h a t when ( c ( p ) \ 4 M? then | ID\\4 U2

Therefore the next s e r i e s

H(C)
C3.6)

converges absolutely at any finite c*- to analytic function, which we

shall mark by H^ )• Besides that, F(ol )> exp( ^ — )"> 0 and, so,

is also?analytic function. This means that the

series Z_ ^ V ~r • ̂ > {^ ) converges absolutely at any finite oi.,

in particular, at cat = -1. That's why the corresponding series in (3.1)

in our case also converges absolutely and its sum varies from zero to

-2M2(M.,+ M ^ )
2 .

We'd like to obtain the/ following result: for some special

parameters C(p) = "c(p) the sum of this series vanishes when V -**>-»

Let us find these parameters from the minimum condition for

a 0.

(3.7)

For such values of approximating parameters one can easy estimate the

magnitude of ^D 1^ 0 . Indeed, in this case one must take into account
rv K. t o

averages only between those operators a (a p ) , which belong^different

operators D t since averages between operators from one D produce a

vanishingly small contribution (for example, T"'( D^H(Q) a v1^-" KCp»p)"

(<J+(P) * J ( P ) V ) - <^<p))Hfc/j
+(p)\c>)

 = °<v'—* ° when

V—*c™-, ). As a consequence, the number of summations over quasi-

continiouB spectrum (p) in <.D >° appears to be not greater than 1 .

3 *

Every summation over p produces multiplier V/(2<«t V and every D ,

multiplier 1/V, therefore we can conclude that magnitude of <D ">c is

finite when V — * <=-«= .So we obtain: ^ C^^f • * 0 when v ^ * 0 ^

That's why we conclude that for parameters G(p), realizing absolute

minimum of fappl.(
c) (*&& therefore satisfying for equation (3«7)) i

the following equality is valids
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h (3.8)

The role of selfconsistent equations (3*7) appears to "be the following:

members with. C(p) compensate for contributions of averagee between

operators a (*+) from one operator D . It should Tae mentioned, that

in earlier worJca on the method equations of selfconaistency have been

derived from the condition of compensating aome type of diagrams
a

which have been called "dangerouB". How we obtain^similar result, but

our method ie more rigorous teee (V[)-
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